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A report by Wolfgang Steinhardt
VIENNA - On February 24th, 2018, the
LAZARUS UNION general assembly took
place. For the first time this was executed
according to the new statutes following
the delegate principle, giving all groups
and unions world-wide equal chances for
participation and also allowing every
Lazarus Union member to run for any
office in the Lazarus Union. A good example to this were more than 40 applications for a seat in the directorate. The
new statutes also made it possible that
100% of all voters were assembled in one
general assembly. I do not want to go into
detail as this would go beyond the scope
of this report, also the details can be read
up in the statutes.
I myself went through this general assembly
with mixed feelings. On one hand despite
trying very hard I was not able to find a comrade who would release me from the burden
of being president for more that ten years
already, leading the Lazarus Union his own
way and developing it further.
On the other hand I was very happy to get
100% approval for my way of leading the
union and defining its goals and aims. Let
me mention in front that all decisions and
also the nomination of the Executive Board,
the Advisory Board and the Auditors were
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unanimously. I want to express my thanks to
the board of management and the directorate for their jobs well done and I am looking forward (once again) into the future and
all the good things we will experience together.
Thank you also to all comrades who travelled from distant places to attend this general assembly. In place of them all I want to
name here the delegation from Lithuania.
Also a heartily thank you to comrade Friedrich Jares who treated us once again with
cream horns and other sweet treats.
The official minutes will report on the proceedings of the general assembly in detail, I
want to use this occasion to personally zoom
in on a few highlights.
Because of the large number of members
world-wide it is not possible to hold a general
assembly with all members. Because of this
no external guests had been invited this time
and also only a very small number of irregular members acted as “visitors“. It really was
a three hour working session where many
things from the past year were covered and
also many items due for 2018 were discussed and decided upon.
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Besides our main event “2018 Investiture“,
events were presented which will bring
pleasure to many persons. So on August
11th, 2018, handicapped persons will be
invited to have a good time in the
“Böhmischer Prater“, a small fun-fair in the
south of Vienna.
In Styria/Fohnsdorf the local branch of our
Naval Comradeship together with other local
organisations (fire brigade, army detachments, Fohnsdorf Brass Band, naval chorus
“Admiral Tegetthof“, and the Ralph Duschek
Jazz Band) will hold a fund-raiser event for
handicapped persons during a flag blessing
ceremony on May 5th, 2018. Of course there
will also be concerts and shows from our
Music Corps. It is not sure as of yet if there
will also be again an Air Day in 2018.
The management of the Lazarus Union finances was considered excellent, clear, and
transparent not only by the auditors but by
everyone present. The Lazarus Union definitely has nothing to hide! For the sake of
completeness it shall be mentioned here that
the board was formally exonerated, of
course unanimously.
After presenting the candidates for the
board, the directorate, and the auditors, all
candidates listed were elected unanimously
by acclamation. The full list is provided on
our homepage. My thanks to all comrades
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for offering to accept functionality and responsibility within the Lazarus Union.
I am also very happy about many positive
responses regarding the trainings offered by
our International Leadership Academy and
the chance to take these courses online with
a test and a certificate. Special thanks go to
our Secretary General Oliver Gruber-Lavin.
Staff officer training is of special concern to
me!
Also it was a great pleasure for me to present high Lazarus Union awards to proven
comrades. Here is the list of the people
awarded:
Friedrich Lentner, Barbara Zisser, Helene
Kneidinger, Edeltraut Dienstl, Monika
Gries, Rudolf Muth, Rosemarie MurthBrich, Oliver Gruber-Lavin, Friedrich
Jahres, Ludwig Brunner
Once again I thank you for your trust. The
board, the directorate, and myself humbly
accept the election and we will work hard to
further develop the Lazarus Union and consolidate its status with the world, the United
Nations and in people’s hearts. We feel obligated to the peace in the world and we will
live this peace also within the Lazarus Union
in comradely communality.
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14th Investiture of the Knighthood of Honour

14th April 2018

A report by Spectator
VIENNA - After months of preparation and
numerous meetings the probably most
beautiful and most spectacular investiture in the history of the Lazarus Union
Knighthood of Honour took place on April
14th, 2018. This special event to celebrate
the investiture 2018 in the historic St.
George’s Cathedral, the last resting place
of Emperor Maximilian, called “the last
knight“, could take place at the invitation
of the Austrian military bishop H.E. Dr.
Werner Freistetter. This would not have
been possible without the support of the
Theresian Military Academy and its commander, MajGen Mag. Karl Pronhagl and
his staff. So in this place a cordially and
comradely “Thank You“.
The agenda was “monstrous“ and very long.
Protocol officer and Lazarus Union Knighthood of Honoour Grand Marshal LtCol Rudolf Murth (retd) guided through the event,
supported by CSLI Helene Kneidinger. The
celebration commenced with an open-air
concert by the Lazarus Union Music Corps,
directed by band master Friedrich Lentner
and vice band master Barbara Zisser, folSAINT LAZARUS-MAGAZINE

lowed by an expert explanation of the coat of
arms wall by Col Dr. Heinz Gerger (retd).
The investiture ceremony which consisted of
three major parts began with the marching in
of the flags and banners (there was a total of
43 different flags and banners lead by the
flag of the Theresian Military Academy and
our corps flag, presented by our Guard of
Honour, and more than 350 guests of honour
from various organisations), a welcome address from the host MjrGen Mag. Karl
Pronhagl, accompanied by Lower Austria
Military Commander Bgdr Mag. Martin
Jawurek, Governor Dr. Erwin Pröll (retd),
Minister (retd) and Lazarus Union Grand
Protector Dr. Werner Fasslabend, and
President and Chief Representative of the
Lazarus Union Senator Prof.h.c. Wolfgang
Steinhardt. The initial part of the ceremony
ended with the playing of the Austrian national anthem.
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Entry, Welcome and Awards
Reg.Rat. Olt (retd) Franz Satzinger was
awarded the Commander’s Cross for Science, Research, and Arts of the Lazarus
Union Academy. The president of the
“Anciens Combattants Délégué Géneral du
Souvenier Francais“, Michele Lapierre, was
awarded the Grand Star of the Flame of
Mercy, and Prof. Hans König received a
lifetime achievement award, the Lazarus
Union Grand Gold Star of Honour with sash.
After an informed and most interesting talk
on the history of the St. George’s Cathedral
by Col Dr. Heinz Gerger (retd) Lazarus
Union president Senator Prof.h.c. Wolfgang Steinhardt held the “welcome address
without names“. After welcoming
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the high clergy
the representatives of the statutory city of
Wr. Neustadt
the representatives from politics and
economy
the officers of the Theresian Military
Academy
the comrades from the Austrian Comrades Union
the Radetzky Order
the St. Michael Order of Knights
the Hospitaller Order of St. Lazarus of
Jerusalem KMFAB
the Takovo Order
the privileged citizen corps of the statutory city of Wr. Neustadt
the Deutschmeister Riflemen’s Corps
the Hesser Guards
all uniform-wearing unions
especially comrades from the voluntary
fire brigades



the representatives of the tradition unions
all our dear guests
the CANTEMUS Chorus
the Lazarus Union Music Corps
the comrades from the CSLI, the SOF
and the UNITER Special Corps
the chapter of the Knighthood of Honour
the Grand Prefects from Canada, Germany, Turkey, and the Canarian Islands
the grand officers
the Dames and Knights of Honour
the Lazarus Union members from 14
different countries
as well as all flags and banners

But especially the postulants (as this day
is for them and in their honour).
he stated the following:“…now the most
difficult part of this welcome address
comes, which is welcoming all guests of
honour by name. A most difficult
protocolary task as anyone can confirm,
who already has been facing this challenge. Tiny deviations in the sequence of
those named, not to speak of the worst
possible mistake of not welcoming or
even forgetting somebody, could lead to
series of tragedies. Scrupulously recording of who gets how much applause finally completes the frustration.
Yet I will try now to welcome our guests
of honour and not forget any single one.
All of YOU, without exception, are our
most revered guests of honour and in the
name of the Lazarus Union I cordially
welcome ALL of you and ask for a good
applause to all of us…“
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High Mass
Next was a very dignified and atmospheric
High Mass, framed musically by the Lazarus
Union Music Corps, directed by CSLI Col
Franz Lentner and the CANTEMUS Chorus,
directed by Erich Klug, with the “German
Mass“ from Schubert.

Honour. CSLI Comrades from many countries were there to pay homage to the new
expectants and Knights of Honour. A beautiful comradely gesture. The comrades came
from: Germany, Finland, Hungary, England, Turkey, Spain, Canada, USA, Lithuania, Latvia, Switzerland, Ukraine and
France.
Next was the commemoration of the dead.
To the sounds of “Closer my God to thee“
the Music Corps sutlers Dame Edith
Lentner and Dame Erni Lentner carried the
mourning banners for the corps flag and
CSLI Bettina Heindl carried a picture of her
partner CSLI Col Manfred Renner, who
died way too early in 2017.

The High mass was celebrated by our Federal Chaplain Pater Mag. Stephan
Schnitzer OSB, assisted by Military Chaplain Mag. Dieter Altenburger SDB and Military Superior MMag. Stefan Gugerel. After
the final blessings then came the third part,
the 14th investiture of the Lazarus Union
Knighthood of Honour.

Then the Music Corps played “Once I had a
comrade“ while the flag of the academy, the
corps flag and all other flags and banner
were lowered in honour of all comrades who
already left us.
After the commemoration of the dead the
corps flag stepped forward and the officer’s
promise was renewed by the designated
officers by putting their hand on the flag pole
and after Chev. CSLI LtGen Wolfgang
Leithner said the promise they reinforced it
with the words “Yes, this we promise“.
The overture from F. Handel’s “Music for the
Royal Fireworks“ was the bridge to the formal investitures, the climax of the ceremony.

Investiture of the Knights of Honour
(the term “Knight of Honour“ of course also
includes the “Dames of Honour“)
18 postulants were designated to become
“Knight Expectant“ and “Dame Expectant“
and marched in together with the Grand
Master, in presence of the chapter, the
Grand Prefect, the Grand Officers, Commanders and 41 other Knights and Dames of
SAINT LAZARUS-MAGAZINE

A great experience was the address of Governor Dr. Erwin Pröll (retd) as a Grand
Commander and Founding Member of the
Lazarus Union Knighthood of Honour (membership no. 3!) to the postulants. He stressed
the meaning of tolerance, humbleness, mercy, and charity as important components of a
working society and stressed the world-wide
activities of the Lazarus Union with its more
than 23,000 members all over the world in
more than 120 countries for humans as a UN
NGO with special consultative status.
“…otherwise the Lazarus Union would
hardly have been nominated for the Nobel
Peace Prize 2017…“. The clear and humane words impressed everybody present.
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Next the new postulants to the Knighthood of
Honour were accepted. With the question
from the Grand Master:
“I ask you in front of the assembled
Dames and Knights of Honour: is it your
free will to aspire the LAZARUS UNION
Knighthood of Honour?“,
the postulants answered: “By my honour,
so is it!“
Then the candidates received the plain coat
and the cross with the words:

The two questions of the Grand Master:
“I ask you therefore, before the assembled congregation: Do you of your own
free will as … … .. (here the rank and position to which the candidate is to be
commissioned is used) want to belong to
our community and accept our mission?“
And “Are you aware what it means to be a
member of this community?” are answered with. “I want it with all my heart!”
and “Yes, I am!”
The Grand Master then says:

“So receive the formal signs of your new
position: The plain coat and the cross.
May you prove yourself worthy during
your candidature to be then finally accepted into our Knighthood of Honour.
Be welcome!“.
The following Lazarus Union members were
accepted as postulants for the Knighthood of
Honour (alphabetically by their first name):
André Schmitt, Anita Hartmann, Bettina
Heindl, Christian Volgger, Elisabeth Raidl,
Gerhard Forstner, Hannes Theissl, Mark
Sülzle, Markus Sell, Lucas Häusl and Dr.
Thomas Draxler.
All were honoured with the “knight‘s fanfare“.
This was the sign for the postulants to prepare for their investiture. Ceremony officers
were the two sword bearers Bgdr (retd)
Chev. Ewald Angetter and Chev. Mag.
Markus Wanderer. Grand Chancellor
Chev. Oliver Gruber-Lavin put the coats on
the postulant’s shoulders and Grand Commander Chev. Dr. Erwin Pröll fixed the
clasp. Grand Prefect Chev. Ludwig Brunner handed the Knight’s Cross over to Grand
Protector Chev. Dr. Werner Fasslabend,
who put it around the neck of the postulant.
The postulants were called one by one by
the Grand Marshal with the words: “Dear …
.You have come before the Chapter of the
CSLI Knighthood of Honour and by SECRET ballot you were UNANIMOUSLY
deemed worthy to belong to our community as a Knight (Dame) of Honour. Come
before us!”
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“Into our Knighthood of Honour we
wholeheartedly welcome you. Receive the
insignia of your new dignity: the sword,
mantle, and the insignia of the LAZARUS
UNION Knighthood of Honour.”
After handing over the formal signs of the
knighthood (sword, coat, and knight’s cross)
the candidate is knighted with the words:
“Receive now the outward sign of your
new dignity. Always remember the character of the eight virtues of a knight, and
may you be given the power to act on
them. Through the power of the office
entrusted to me you are, with this symbolic accolade, from this moment a member of our Knighthood of Honour, and I
hereby bid you fraternally welcome to our
circle.”
Now every new Knight resp. Dame of Honour is payed homage to with the knights fanfare and presented to the auditorium with the
words:
“Dear attendees, friends, comrades: here
is our new Knight (Dame) of Honour, we
applaud him (her)”
The following Lazarus Union members were
appointed as Knights resp. Dames of Honour
(alphabetically by their first name):
Prof.Dr.MMMag.
Alexander
Wolfgang
Wallinger, Brigitte Gellert, Prof.Mag. Guido
Mancusi, Hans-Jürgen Eul, Toivo Hujanen,
Uwe Pott.
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The “Prayer of Saint Francis“ and the music
“Prayer from the Austrian Military Tattoo“
marked the protocolary closure of the investiture. More music (the march “Sword of Austria“) led over to the promotions part.
Knight Expectant Leopold Volnhals and
Knight Expectant Friedrich Ehn were promoted to Knight Expextants Officers. Chev.
Danny Koch was promoted Commander of
the Knighthood of Honour, Chev. Ludwig
Brunner to Grand Commander of the
Knighthood of Honour, Chev. Bernd HöhleKleinertz to Grand Commander and Grand
Prefect SOF of the Lazarus Union.

As a sign of appraisal the Lazarus Union
decided to dedicate the world premiere of its
Grand Tattoo to the Theresian Military Academy and its commander MjrGen Mag. Karl
Pronhagl. The president of the Lazarus Union presented the corresponding document
to the commander of the academy as a sign
of solidarity.

The former governor and Grand Commander
of the Lazarus Union Knighthood of Honour
since 2011, Dr. Erwin Pröll, was the fourth
person world-wide to receive the honour of
“Grand Gross Knight of the Lazarus Union
Knighthood of Honour“.
So the third part of this celebration ceremony
ended and all participants walked to the
memorial of Empress Maria Theresia (who
founded the Theresian Military Academy, the
oldest military academy world-wide) to make
the obligatory group picture. This was followed by an agape in the premises of the
academy, where a “military goulash“ and a
“military vegetable stew“ were served. The
quality of the food was found to be excellent.
Thank You and kudos to the academy kitchen!

Course of the Ceremony
The Great LAZARUS UNION Tattoo is
based on historic and traditional elements. It shall explicitly be no “military“
but a “traditional and ceremonial“ frame
or closure of a large ceremony (e.g. investiture, inauguration and discharge of
LAZARUS UNION dignitaries, honour for
special guests, etc.).
Part 1 „Tradition“

Refreshed and sustained the visitors could
now prepare for the final highlight of the day.
Presenting the flag streamers and the “Great
Lazarus Union Tattoo“ played by the big
brass band of the Lazarus Union Music
Corps, directed by bandmaster CSLI Bgdr
Friedrich Lentner, our Lazarus Union Music
Chief.
The academy commander’s wife visited our
ceremony to celebrate with us despite her
birthday being on this very day. The Music
Corps played a serenade for her and the
president presented her with a rose.
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The introduction depicts the marching band,
approaching from the distance together with
the camp guards, as they might have sounded around 1700. Drums, quiet at first and
then louder and louder, accompanied as it
was common by then by flutes, oboes, clari-
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nets, and trumpets, play the tattoo from
those times. A drum roll leads to the old Austrian
bugle
signals
“Habt
Acht!“,
“Vergatterung“, “Sturm!“, “Beschleunigung“
and “Attacke!“, played by two solo trumpets.
Then drummers play the Retraite and the
signal “Last Post“ is played in concertante
performance. Two marches round up the first
part (the “Lazarus Union Marsh“ by Johann
Hausl and the “UN Marsh“ by Robert Stolz).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Pappenheim fanfare
Old tattoo (historic instrumentation)
Old tattoo (modern instrumentation)
Bugle signals: HABT ACHT, VERGATTERUNG,
STURM,
BESCHLEUNIGUNG, ATTACKE
Drummer’s march
Last Post (orchestral)
Lazarus Union March
Three general rifle salutes

The first salute by the privileged citizen corps
of the statutory city of Wr. Neustadt, honouring Wr. Neustadt. The second salute by the
Hesser Guards, honouring the military academy. The third salute by the Deutschmeister
Riflemen’s Corps, honouring the Lazarus
Union.
9. Transition to the
10. UN March
Part 2 “Spiritual“

from the distance. Finally the troops are released and from the distance the solo trumpet sounds the signal “Last Post“.
11. Prepare to pray (Drummers march)
12. Choral
13. Prepare to pray (1. bugle signal)
14. We Gather Together
15. Prepare to pray (2. bugle signal)
16. Battle prayer
17. Last Post (solo trumpet)
Part 3 “Finale“

A bridge passage leads to the climax of the
ceremony: the troops are commanded “attention“ while the national anthem and the
county anthem are played. After a fanfare
and the closing sounds from the solo trumpet
the orchestra closes the musical ceremony
with drums. The commanding officer reports
finishing the act and asks for further instructions.
18. Prelude to the national anthem
19. National anthem of Austria
20. County anthem of Lower Austria
21. Finale (fanfare and closing sounds)
22. Request for further instructions
23. Marching out with defilee of units

First the “prayer“ is taboured, then the band
plays “We Gather Together“. Now the bugle
signal calls for prayer and the commanding
officer of the ceremony calls for attention.
The uniformed units knee down in parade
mode and the soldier’s song “Battle prayer“
is sounded after the solo trumpet sounds
9
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Freedom (SoF). Surprised yet delighted the
president accepted these high honours.
After this seven-hour event all participants
(actors and guests) were quite exhausted
and the evening was concluded in the officer’s mess of the Theresian Military Academy in a comradely atmosphere, so providing a worthy and relaxing closure of this
eventful day.
Finally the comrades of the Lazarus Union
Sword of Freedom presented a certificate to
the president where it was confirmed that the
Lazarus Union “…is the official (and only)
force behind the term KNIGHTHOOD OF
HONOUR…“ and the president of the Lazarus Union Senator Prof.h.c. Wolfgang
Steinhardt is nominated commander
honoris causa of the Lazarus Union Sword of
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A cordial and honest Thank You to all
participants (regardless of how large or
small their part was). Especially to the
photographers who never get photographed because of their job behind the
camera.
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Blessing for the Lazarus Union from His Holyness Pope Francis

A Report by the LAZARUS UNION
Although the Lazarus Union cannot be
assigned to a certain religious group because the Lazarus Union considers religion as a purely private concern the Holy
Father Pope Francis gave the Lazarus
Union his Apostolic Blessing and offered
his congratulations through the Apostolic
Nuncio in Austria, Archbishop Dr. Peter
Zurbriggen.
Therefore the Presidium of the Lazarus Union decided to dedicate the next worldwide
charity campaign to the Holy Father and
found the

After the completion of this donation campaign we intend to give the collected amount
in person to the Holy Father during an audience. The Lazarus Union hopes for many
participants as possible in this campaign and
is sure that many hearts will open up!
Under lazarus-union@chello.at You can order the medals by indicating the name to
appear in the certificate, the exact address
and the consideration of the postage for a
registered postal item (6 EUR for Austria, 16
EUR for the EU and 25 EUR for the rest of
the world) and the prepayment to the account of the

„Blessing Medal“
for this reason. This blessed medal will be
produced in a strictly limited edition (500
pieces). After a donation of 30 EUR (plus
postage) it will be delivered to the donor with
a personal certificate and ribbon badge. 25
EUR per medal will be donated to the Holy
Father for his personal disposal.
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Lazarus Union
„Blessing Medal”
IBAN: AT90 1400 0100 1012 8981
BIC: BAWAATWW
Everyone, not just members of the Lazarus Union, can and should take part in
this action! Please pass it on! The
delivery starts in July 2018.
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1st Chorus Concert of the MK-EFM Germany

21th December 2017

Report by Lothar Gellert
OSNABRÜCK - For the first time since the
existence of the German Commandery of
the Naval Comradeship “Vice Admiral
Archduke
Ferdinand
Max”
the
Commandery performed a concert for
free together with the Shanty Choir
“LEINEN LOS”.
Three days before Christmas a special concert was performed at the retirement home
called “Zwei Eichen” near Osnabrück.
This concert was a great surprise for the
elderly people. The Shanty Choir presented
its new programme.
First of all famous shanties were sung and
the residents could at least hum or clap
along. Classic songs like “Heut geht es an
Bord”, but also English songs like “My Bonnie is over the ocean” were sung. One of the
songs was given in two languages: First of
all the head of the German Commandery of
the Naval Comradeship sung 2 strophes in
Dutch of the song “Meisje ik ben een Zee-
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man” and then one strophe in the German
Version.
The song „Weihnacht auf Hoher See“ introduced the Christmas carol bloc and showed
that also seamen celebrate Christmas.
Together with the residents the Choir sung
classic German Christmas carols like „Oh du
fröhliche“, „Kling Glöckchen klingelingeling“
and „Süßer die Glocken nie klingen“.
The residents were especially happy about
the song “In der Weihnachtsbäckerei” which
is normally sung together with children.
Many of the residents knew this song and
clapped along and joined in the refrain.
After the 2-hours concert all participants
agreed: “More often we will sing and play in
this home to give much pleasure to the residents.” The planning has already started for
an afternoon filled with songs from the 50s
and 60s.
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Springtime Meeting
The Guards of the Navy Corps of the Lazarus Union of the Canary Island is happy
about a bond of friendship given to it.

Report by Hans König
On Palm Sunday – at the beginning of the
Semana Santa – the members of the
Guard of the Navy Corps met bringing
long their banner in order to fix a new
bond of friendship at the standard.
This bond is devoted to their friends. It was a
small meeting among friends which took
place at the Cactus Garden. It was also the
occasion to review the achievements and to
talk about the experiences of working. A new
area where our residents need help is to
accompany the older ones of Teneriffa who
only speak German to government offices
and visits to the doctor.
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Many of them are female. They lost their
partners, are lonely now and they are relatively helpless towards public authorities and
hospitals with regard to the language. All
health care institutions proclaim that they do
not treat foreign-language persons without
any translation assistance.
At this point we support them and of course
we will help free of charge concerning different needs. Our member Captain Hartmut
Rust initiated this action. And it is our desire
to follow his example.
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Special Easter Campaign of UNITER – CSLI Special Force

Report by UNITER – CSLI Special Force

Bad Cannstatt – Already on March 26th
2018 – a week before this year’s
Easter – the donation mission of the
Easter Campaign of the UNITER –
CSLI Special Forces took place at the
homeless shelter “Carlo Steeb Haus”
in Bad Cannstatt (Stuttgart). 160 identical packages containing chocolate
bunnies as well as some hygiene material like toothbrushes, toothpaste
and shower gel were donated to the
employees at site. Afterwards they
were given to the residents.
UNITER helps where others would look
away and with the Lazarus Union – CSLI
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it acquired a strong partner with the
same basic attitude that there is no room
for social exclusion and inactivity in a
free and democratic society like ours.
A small sign of appreciation in the spirit
of the Holy Lazarus in the line of the
Gospel of Luke where he only asks for a
small boulder form the table of a rich
man but does not get anything.
This would have not been possible without the active support and the donation
from our members and friends and we
thank them very much for their generosity.
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SOF: 7,5 tons of relief supplies for Ghana

Report by Bernd Höhle
STADTHAGEN - Some weeks ago King
Céphas Bansah from Ghana asked the
Child Welfare Organisation e.V. (ICH) in
Stadthagen for help via Whatsapp – directly from the jungle of Hohoe/the Voltaregion in Ghana. The disastrous situation
could clearly be seen. In some orphanages the children had to sleep in the bare
clay soil – there were no beds.
The ICH started an extensive aid programme. Several aid organisations like the
ASB-sector Lower Saxony e.V. were asked
and within a few weeks more than 80 beds,
mattresses, furniture and some medical
equipment could be provided. Furthermore a
refrigerator and a washing machine. October
4th 2017 was the great day – after the organisational work was done by the country
chairman of the ASB-sector HannoverLand/Schaumburg, Dr. Friedbert Mordfeld. In
cooperation with the “Sword of FreedomCorps” and “Martial arts with heart” led by
Bernd Höhle (SOF and General CSLI) the
relief supplies could be loaded till late into
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the night in Sumte (a town situated at the
river “Elbe” near Hamburg) and in
Stadthagen.
The whole vaule of the relief supplies is
about 60.000 €, there are also costs for the
transport of about 5.000 €. King Bansah
himself drove the car with the goods. He only
knows where they are actually needed in the
jungle. From Ludwigshafen the 20 feet container was shipped to Ghana and after a
journey of about 4 weeks the goods were
transported to the jungle – from Teema, the
harbour near the capital city Accra.
King Bansah is very grateful. After the goods
have been distributed in Ghana he will send
a report with photos and a film. Dieter F.
Kindermann, the president of the ICH e.V.,
thanked the ASB, all other donors and helping people and particularly the Special Forces of the SOF of Bernd Höhle who has already provided support very often – naturally
on a voluntary basis.
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SOF Charity Event in Bad Segeberg

7th October 2017

Report by Bernd Höhle
BAD SEGEBERG - On October 7th 2017
the MAA Show of Martial Arts took place
at the district’s gymnasium in Bad
Segeberg. For this reason the AikidoClub Bad Segeberg asked the three times
World Champion Dr. Jörg Schein to organise the programme.
In cooperation with the Martial Arts Association International, the president and the
Guiness world record holder Bernd Höhle
(General CSLI) soon it became clear that
martial artists from all over Germany will be
invited. High-ranking artists well known in the
martial arts scene provided a spectacular
show of martial arts that was second-tonone. From breakings that are unique in the
world up to Katas (forms) and acrobatic elements everything was perfect!
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There was a television crew of the television
station “NDR” that brought an exclusive report about this charity event. The solidarity
and the great sympathy among the athletes
were clearly visible. At the beginning of the
show the organiser gathered all participants
and explained the importance of the common unity. The most valuable thing we can
achieve is to be commonly strong for the
children and to make new friends. The MAAI is known for a mutual cooperation – instead
of acting against each other!
All participants and referees renounced their
fee and fuel costs just to help. High-ranking
sport on duty for the others – that’s a great
solidarity and the people are great. The
money collected will be granted to the ICH
e.V.
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SOF AID Project in Portugal

Report by Bernd Höhle
HERFORD - Bernd Höhle (SOF and General CSLI), ambassador of the child welfare organisation ICH e.V. collected walking aids and hygiene products for an aid
project in Portugal. Now he handed them
out to Alexander Gowa, the project manager of the association “Lebendige
Hoffnung”.
When thinking of Portugal you do not primarily think of humanitarian aid. But outside
the tourism (which is predominantly at the
hands of foreigners) the condition are disastrous in some areas. Health care is on a low
level. “Handicapped people have to wait up
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to 3 years before getting a wheel chair”, says
Mr. Gowa. Upon request by Johann Mantas
Bernd Höhle – who recently supported an
humanitarian transport for Ghana – reacted
immediately.
Very quickly 50 pairs of crutches have
been organised as well as several boxes
with hygiene products and materials for
dressing and so on. These things were
carried to the collecting point in Herford
and on October 20th they were transported to Portugal. Mr. Gowa sincerely
thanked for the immediate help.
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Cultural events on social themes

Report by Prof. Antonio Virgili
NAPOLI - The organization of cultural and
informative meetings is now a consolidated feature of CSLI, which gives great
importance to the training and information of citizens. In the first four months of
this year the Italian Corps of Saint Lazarus organized two public meetings at the
"Benedetto Croce " public library, the
first in January and the second in April.
In January there was a seminar on "Sexuality and surroundings", in which particular
emphasis was given, in a problematic way,
to the relationship between disability and
sexuality, a theme of growing interest but
often neglected, despite the high number of
citizens with disabilities present in Europe
(according to some studies they are about
16% of the European population). The pro-
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tection and enhancement of disabled people
requires that this theme be approached in a
sensitively and appropriately manner.
The second meeting, in April, concerned the
"Prevention and protection of health in the
field of civil protection", an aspect sometimes
considered secondary compared to the most
spectacular actions of relief and intervention,
but fundamental for the well-being of the
communities. In fact, from the summer heat
waves to epidemic situations, from the potential health effects of industrial accidents to
emergency support, the link between civil
protection and community health is very
tight, both in terms of information and
prevention and that of interventions in crisis
situations. All these aspects were discussed
during the meeting.
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Substainability actions

Report by Alexander Virgili
NAPOLI - The Corpo Italiano di San Lazzaro is increasingly seeking to be committed to sustainability issues. Sustainability is at the international attention, as
indicated by the United Nations, “The
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)”
are a collection of 17 global goals set by
the United Nations in 2015. “The new
agenda is a promise by leaders to all
people everywhere. It is an agenda for
people, to end poverty in all its forms –
an agenda for the planet, our common
home” said Ban Ki-moon, General
secretary of the United Nations.
After giving patronage and collaborating in
December 2017 at the national meeting in
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Viareggio (Tuscany), on “Governance and
citizens participation”, promoted by the Istituto Nazionale di Urbanistica; afterwards
CSLI Italia became active member of the
“Sustainable Tourism Permanent Forum” of
the City of Naples, from February 2018. On
May 2018 the Corpo Italiano di San Lazzaro
has become part of the ASviS, the Italian
Alliance for Sustainable Development, born
on 3 February 2016, at the initiative of the
Unipolis Foundation and the University of
Rome "Tor Vergata".
We are therefore trying to pursue the Goals
of sustainability both by contributing to planning and by field activities.
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20th „Comicon“ International Exhibition

Report by Alexander Virgili
NAPOLI - For the second year in a row,
the 1st Civil Protection Unit of the Corpo
Italiano di San Lazzaro was present, for
support and control, in the context of the
“Comicon”
International
Exhibition
which, in this 2018 edition, celebrated its
twentieth year and registered over
150,000 visitors (with average values of
over 40,000 people per day).
The large number of visitors, mainly young,
required constant monitoring of safety for the
prevention of critical situations from overcrowding (interruption of the flow of transit,
crowds, possible panic situations, etc.) as
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well as for ordinary interventions caused by
illness (fainting, hyperthermia, bruises and
accidental falls, etc.) or children who are lost
in the crowd. Many interventions have been
made by our operators for all types of events
indicated.
The participation of the Italian Corps of San
Lazzaro at the event was a recognition of the
seriousness and professionalism of the
Corps operators of civil protection and was,
at the same time, an opportunity of further
training for younger operators who were always supported by more experienced people.
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Actions of CSLI-Brazil

Report by Roberto Ortiz
BELO HORIZONTE/SETE LAGOAS - In the
first semester of 2018 the actions of Lazarus Union Brazil-CSLI in the State of Minas Gerais were of great impact. Both the
Group CSLI Belo Horizonte as the Group
CSLI Sete Lagoas organized huge collects and donations events that have
helped thousands of people.
These two CSLI Groups were responsible for
19 different actions of charitable and humanitarian nature just in the first half of
2018. These actions brought help to needy
human beings in elderly homes, in orphanages, in poor communities, in public libraries,
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in community centers, in hospitals and health
houses, in schools, in slums, and so on.
Among other items, the members of these
groups have donated:
 More than 1,100 pieces of clothing;
 Nearly 110 kg of food;
 Approximately 55,000 doses of medications and vitamins.
The activities of Lazarus Union Brazil-CSLI
in the State of Minas Gerais were exceptional and exemplary, and deserve the applause
and recognition not only from the Brazilian
National Command but also from all the international bodies of Lazarus Union.
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Academic Training & Reorganization Air Wing

Report by Roberto Ortiz
For several years the CSLI Brazil had an
impressively growth and today has more
than 3,000 registered members. This unprecedented growth is incomparable with
any other nation worldwide, and in a territory
as large and extensive as Brazil has brought
us immense challenges and a large number
of problems. With this clear in our minds,
Brazil's National Command decided that the
year of 2018 would be a very important year
for the Lazarus Union Brazil, because we will
put our best efforts and our dedication to
organizing our ranks and our action fronts
into a stronger, more structured and better
prepared path.
Academic Training
The Saint Lazarus Academy of Chivalric and
Humanitarian Studies (ASLECH) worked in
the translation and adaptation of all modules
of the Staff Officers’ Course of International
Leadership Academy and has launched this
course in Portuguese for all officers of CSLI
Brazil, regardless of each one’s knowledge
of foreign languages. Similarly, the
knowledge examination test was also translated and is now applied in an online platform. We hope that by the end of 2018 all
officers of the CSLI Brazil have completed
their training.
The ASLECH is already working in other
courses that will be made available to members of the Lazarus Union Brazil during the
years 2018 and 2019. By the end of 2019
plan to release 8 courses in subjects related
to our goals.
23

Air Wing CSLI Brazil
Still concerning the reorganization that we
are putting into practice in Brazil, one of the
major areas of action that we began to implement is the new structure of the Air Wing
CSLI Brazil. Seeking a steadier and more
modern performance, the Command of the
Air Wing CSLI Brazil decided to focus the
restructuring into two main points:
1. The development of the Flight Safety
Training Course, for formation and preparedness of our members, leaving them
ready to participate in the actions of the
Air Wing, all in accordance with the
standards and regulations required by
the National Agency of Civil Aviation and
by the Air Force Command of the Ministry of Defense.
The course was developed in two main
modules: the theoretical module will be
adapted to be offered online, so that the
members can follow it anywhere in the
country and in their own pace; the practical module that will be offered to those
who have successfully completed the
theoretical module and that should happen 2 times a year.
Experimentally, we have offered this
course to one of the members of the Air
Wing CSLI Brazil and the result was extremely good, we're just doing some minor modifications and soon the course
will be available to all.
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2. The creation within the Air Wing CSLI
Brazil of a Command of Unmanned Aircraft, aimed at the achievement of important missions in support of other organizations, mostly Civil Defense and
Environmental protection.
The Unmanned Aircraft Command will
act in environmental monitoring, in building inspection, in identification of locations with potential for mosquito breeding, in locating missing persons in woods
and/or places of difficult access and in
training of new members to the Air Wing.
The Lazarus Union Brazil already has
the proper records, registration and approval by the Civil Aviation Department
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for two unmanned aircrafts, one aimed at
training and another effectively aimed to
perform the missions described.
The Air Wing Brazil already has an Airbase
for the Command of Unmanned Aircraft,
kindly granted by the City of Campinas. The
Airbase is located on the famous Lagoon of
Taquaral and its structure has an approved
runway in an area of 2,000 m², with full technical and electrical infrastructure. The new
Command of Air Wing CSLI Brazil has
worked hard to let us able to act in even
more serious way for our goals, with modern
and hightech instruments, and this is a
strong propelling spring from our general
reorganization to 2018.
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UNOG General Director meets NGO´s

Report by Frederico Währen
GENEVA – About 200 diplomats and
delegates of the UN accepted the invitation of the UNOG-General Director Mr.
Michal Möller to the 7th edition of the
meeting. In his extensive opening address he expresses his happiness being
able to continue this tradition at the beginning of the year.
The exact wording can be red by using the
following
link:
https://www.unog.ch/unog/website/dg.nsf/(htt
pSpeechesByYear_en)/BE6918CC4DAA504AC12582360
0326C3A?OpenDocument&year=2018&nav
unid=DA1302D9298CEF1E80256EF700760
B0B

Translated summary of his speech (in extracts):





goals in a better way. However the progress of reaching the aims until 2030 is
very slowly.
The General Secretary of the UN
strongly engaged for gender equality and
words went hand in hand with actions.
Last September a Gender-Strategy was
created as a starting point for a campaign of the United Nations in order to
promote this priority within the organisation. The year 2021 is the deadline for
reaching this parity on the top-level management. It is planned to reach the whole
parity for all systems several years before 2030.
Geneva, the home for hundreds of
NGO’s, plays a great role concerning the
maintenance of this relationship that increases in substantiate charges and absolute terms. 2017 981 NGO’s with an
advisory status were registered at the
ECOSOC/UN-office in Geneva. This is
13,5 % more than last year. This means
that 4.875 NGO-representatives had access to the Palais of the United Nations
to take part in meetings and to organise
discussions.
Our General Secretary puts the disarmament at the top of his agenda in order
to concentrate on prevention with new
determination. In this context there is a
new dynamic range to make considerable progress in this area with the High
Commissioner for Disarmament Affairs.
We hope that the Member States of the
United Nations will use this dynamic in
order to revive the Conference for Dis-

Mission for peacekeeping will become
more flexible, efficient and coherent
through the reform of the peacekeeping
and security tasks of the United Nations.

It also aims to focus the crisis and conflict management on prevention. Another
aim of the efforts is to improve the education and equipment of peacekeeping
forces and to strengthen mediation efforts.
 Another reform project concerns the development work. Here the focus lies on
the adaption of the development system
in order to support the implementation of
25
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armament which is under increasing
pressure.
The efforts to join the international Geneva and Geneva at site have been continued. The “Palais des Nations” had
about 14.000 visitors in October on the
open day.
The library and the archives of the UN
continue to develop as a “Knowledge
and Learning Commons” of the UN Geneva. The archive management was visited 900.000 times last year and it has
now a collection of 1,7 million books.
As part of the obligation being the Gender-Champion 2017 was the first total
year of realizing the Geneva equality policy of the United Nations and it was dedicated to the support of women. The first
“UN Geneva Gender Steering Group”
was created. Training courses were offered to employees concerning “unconscious prejudices”. Female employees in
leading positions have been trained and
there was a survey on gender awareness. Furthermore specific measures will
be initiated to improve the representation
of women at all levels and to reach the
Level 50/50. An integrative and conducive corporate culture without any gender-specific distorting has to be estab-
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lished. The equality between men and
women and the support of the role of
women at work has to be granted by the
UNO Geneva. With 46,5 % at the end of
2017 the UN-office in Geneva is near to
the goal of the organisation for the quality between men and women. 2016 the
percentage of women on the management level is about 44 % to 41 %, in
2015 it was 38,6 %.
The remarks about the financial situation
of the UN-Geneva were less optimistically. The resolution of the General Assembly from December 2017 to fix the
budget of the UN for 2018 – 2019 for 286
million USD under the budget of last year
will have significant effects for the UNO
Geneva. The Member States are proactively informed about the effects of the
reduction of the financial resources for
the activities of the Palais des Nations.
This is a great challenge for the coming
years.

Following the presentation a lot of questions
and votes from the plenary were answered.
Mr. Möller once again received the greatest
acclaim for his deep commitment and his
“open ear” for the NGO’s and their representatives.
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Impressions

Illustration 1: CSLI Poland

Illustration 2: Awards for Bernd Höhle and Ludwig Brunner
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Illustration 3: Vice-President Bernd Höhle on German TV show
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IN MEMORIAM
People enter our lives and accompany us for a while.
Some remain forever, for they leave their traces in our
hearts.
Oberst i.R. Reinhard Wassertheurer

† 16.08.2013

Erich Kadlec

† 12.10.2014

Horst Schöffmann

† 22.02.2016

Mag. Werner Hartmann

† 12.08.2016

Prof. Mag. Gerhard Steinmetz MSc

† 06.11.2016

Manfred Renner

† 09.11.2017

Stefan Mitsch

† 18.04.2018
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